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Special !C Database
Calculation Items
!C1 If less
than zero, make zero
!C2 If greater
than zero, make zero
!C3 If negative
make positive
!C4 If positive
make negative
!C5 Highest of
items included in +Dnnn - +Dnnn
!C6 Lowest of
items included in +Dnnn - +Dnnn (excludes zero)
!C7 Force
calculation to 4dp
!C8 Count of
non-zero values in range +Dnnn - +Dnnn
!C9 Value in range +Dnnn - +Dnnn relative
to known application period number.
Optionally followed by !Cn for offset and !Cn for values to accumulate.
!C10 Negative result when multiply value by
?-item and value is Y
!C11 Vat Rate – follow by !Cnn where nn is tax
code item
!C12 Lowest of items included in +Dnnn - +Dnnn

(includes zero)
!C13 Accumulated value in range +Dnnn - +Dnnn
relative to known application period number
!C14 Force calculate to 2dp
!C15 Return record number as value
!C16 Index Search ‘Group’ – if create item
!C16 +D2 +D4 and reference as extra selection item in F4 then will allow entry
of text and display any matching records in items within the set range.
!C29 Date/Time Difference - +DFromDateItem
+DFromTime +DToDate +DToTime !C29.
Relies on C29DATES.TXT for time settings, weekend controls and bank
holiday settings.
!C30 Round down to whole numbers – i.e. 12.56
becomes 12.00
!C36 Number of non-blank characters in (upto)
two items – i.e. !C36 !C2 !C3 will calculate the number of characters in those
two items
!C37 As !C36 but can test whether specific
character position set – i.e. !C37 !C2
and then use selection criteria of item equal ‘5’ will return any record where
the fifth character of field 2 is not blank.
Note can define two items so character test positions are consecutive.
!C38 Total Range of Values. If have items Qty, Width, Height, Depth and
have ten (say) sets of these items (consecutive) and want to add up total
values. Set calculation as !C38 !Cs !Ci
+DSTART – where S is the number of sets and I is the number of items in a
set (each item in a set is multiplied together) and then the number of sets are
added together.
!C39 Round up/down to whole numbers if ‘Y’ in
calculation
!C40 Square Root of Value
!C41 Round to whole numbers – i.e. 12.34
becomes 12.00, 12.56 becomes 13.00
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